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Comfort and Play 

We can’t possibly expect a child to sleep well in an environment 
that he’s not comfortable in.  

So how do we encourage a baby or toddler to get more 
comfortable in his crib or bed?  

Play.  

That’s right: just regular playtime in the bedroom. There’s a myth 
that children should never play in their room, that they should only 
be used for sleep. The reality is that I always encourage regular 
playtime in the bedroom and crib, especially with the caregiver. 
The child will then develop positive associations with his room 
and sleep space. 

Place your baby or toddler in her crib awake and play games such 
as peek-a-boo for younger babies and catch for toddlers. or get 
on all 4s and chase her around the room. If you have a toddler or 
preschooler, role play can be a great  

So for example, have the child pretend to be mommy or daddy 
and you pretend to be your child and play “bedtime” where the 
child tucks you into bed. If your child is old enough, you can lie on 
her bed together and ask her what she loves about her bedroom 
and bed the most. And lastly, roughhousing play with babies and 
kids of all ages is a real winner. Piggy back rides and pillow fights 
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that are executed in an age- appropriate manner are fun for 
everyone and encourage lots of laughter and connection in the 
bedroom, which is exactly what we want. 

And I just want to point out that this step is essential with a baby 
or toddler who’s transitioning from co-sleeping. Your best bet at 
acclimatizing the child to his new room and crib or bed is through 
regular play. 

In addition to incorporating regular playtime in your baby’s room 
and crib, I also recommend introducing a comfort item or lovey to 
your child. See, scares and frights at night time are normal for 
babies and toddlers, so they’ll naturally need comfort at night. And 
without an external source of comfort during sleep time, YOU 
become their comfort item. So this can really help avoid some 
unnecessary night wakings.   

So how do you get a baby or toddler to bond with a comfort item? 
First, With a younger baby, choose an item you want them to 
sleep with. Something that’s soft enough for baby skin, not large 
enough to smother, not small enough to swallow (and buy extras 
in case you lose one.) 

Older babies and toddlers usually have an opinion on the matter, 
so give them a selection of toys to choose from and see if they 
show a particular interest in one. Once you’ve chosen their toy, 
you can encourage the bond by wedging the item between the 
two of you when nursing or bottle-feeding your baby. If you’re 
nursing, you can also wear it in your shirt for a few hours so that it 
gets your scent. Also, incorporate the lovey in your bedtime 
routine so that he learns to associate it bedtime. The goal here is 
for him to learn that he can receive the same feelings of comfort 
from the lovey as he can from you because he associates the 
lovey with you.  

Speak to you pediatrician if you have any safety concerns about 
introducing a comfort object to your little one. 
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